
2019-05-09 Outreach WG Agenda and Notes

Date

09 May 2019

Attendees

John Kunze
Sebastien Peyrard
Tracy Seneca
Kurt Ewoldsen
Maria Gould

Goals

first survey, FAQ

Discussion items

Time Item Who Notes

20 recent and 
upcoming 
presentatio
ns;

first 
survey, for 
Sustainabili
ty WG

Kurt
John at CNI/DuraSpace Summit, Conf @ Northwestern & CODATA meeting before RDA.  Talked to OA-connect group at CDL, 
and a PID conference in Portland.  Will present in San Diego in a couple of weeks.  Because ARKs are so flexible, it is difficult to 
talk about how to get started and covey the basics.  Providing best practices for each domain or use case would be useful.
Kurt shared summary of discussion in AG regarding in-person meeting.  There was general agreement with trying the virtual 
approach, while remaining open to the idea of an in-person meeting co-located at a larger event if the right opportunity arises.
Sebastien indicated that the ARK Summit in France was a hybrid event that is very difficult to manage, while Tracy asserts that it 
is much harder to engage with the audience in a virtual setting (which Kurt confirms).
Maria reports having a generally good experience using Zoom for large virtual meetings by taking advantage of the polling/voting 
options (eg, with ; see also ) and having a moderator monitor and respond to chats from those not www.sli.do www.menti.com
willing to speak up in large groups. But it takes much more prep time.
Kurt apologized for not having edits from discussion early this week incorporated into the initial survey, but will have them 
addressed and into the survey tool within a week which will be shared with the group.

40 FAQ, 
videos, 
elevator 
pitch

all
Tracy suggests targeting webinars to a particular audience, to ensure the material is appropriate and that the time is used 
effectively.  Suggests that we could piggy-back on (or participate in) the Lyrasis webinar series (Kurt/John to explore). Suggests 
starting with just a powerpoint presentation before trying fancier video production.
Sebastien will share some existing (French) presentations re both ARKs and persistent identifiers in general.
Kurt suggests that we will need tutorials for all skill levels and should start building them on existing materials before 
creating content from scratch. Who has the right "voice" to narrate such a thing?

Action items

John Kunze update canned short AITO presentation
Sébastien Peyrard will share some existing French presentations
John Kunze revise FAQ based on feedback from Tracy and Maria
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